THE COST OF EXPENSES

- $186,000,000,000
- Estimated amount US companies will spend on travel and expenses in 2015

WHERE IS THIS MONEY GOING?

- 16% Flights
- 22% Meals
- 14% Hotels
- 13% Miscellaneous
- 12% Gas

WHERE ARE EMPLOYEES SPENDING IT?

- 66% of employees also report having made risky expense claims
- 59% of those surveyed admitted 1 in 5 expense claims violate T&E policy

WHERE IS THIS MONEY GOING?

- IT'S TIME TO IMPROVE T&E

- Top three pressures in 2014:
  - Reduce T&E costs
  - Get better control of costs
  - Improve visibility into spend

HOW CAN THIS BE FIXED?

- 42% report an increased visibility of spend
- 25% see a reduction in T&E cost
- 17% see better policy compliance compared to manual methods

THE NEED FOR DIGITAL EXPENSE MANAGEMENT GOES BEYOND FINANCIAL ISSUES

- 52% employees late with expenses
- 42% long approval times

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS OF DIGITAL EXPENSE MANAGEMENT

- For the past years of businesses were using digital expense management
- 100% saw ROI within the first year of implementation
- 75% plan to switch from manual to electronic T&E management by 2016

3D WHY NOT MAKE THE SWITCH?

- Get ahead and learn more about our electronic expenses management solution at coupa.com/expenses
- or see the Coupa Benchmark at coupa.com/benchmark to see how your organization stacks up